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“Without music life would be a mistake” 
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)

‘There has never been a philosopher who 
has been in his essence a musician to 
such an extent as I am.’ Thus Friedrich 
Nietzsche defined himself in a letter to a 
friend. It was 1877. Nietzsche, only 33 
years old, was already experiencing his 
second successful career. After several 
years of teaching classical philology, he 
had turned to philosophy, publishing 
some groundbreaking books.

Yet music was Nietzsches true love. 
The music he heard in church and the 
music he himself played, at the piano. 
From a young age on, Friedrich Nietzsche 
taught himself to master Beethoven, Bach 
and Schumann, but also to improvise 
his own melodies. Soon, he moved on to 
sketching motets, symphonies, masses 
even. Most of them remained unfinished. 

As Nietzsche grew up, he switched to 
smaller musical forms. These pieces, especially the Lieder and the piano pieces, reflect 
the philosopher as a human being, vulnerable and desirous, but above all melancholic. 
They portray the Nietzsche his family and friends knew – not coincidentally the exact 
same people that mostly got to hear his music. His earliest compositions were often 
dedicated to them. Da geht ein Bach for example, a lovely, Schumannesque song on 
a poem by Nietzsche himself, was written for his aunt Rosalie. The early piano piece 
Heldenklage came to life when the young student, together with two friends, formed 
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1. Heldenklage 2’33
2. Ungarischer Marsch 2’32
3. Édes titok 3’12
4. So lach doch mal 1’49
5. Da geht ein Bach 1’58
6. In Mondschein auf der Puszta 1’43
7.  Ermanarich, Symphonische 

Dichtung 10’45

 Unserer Altvordern eingedenk
8. a: Mazurka 1’34
9. b: Aus der Czarda 2’01

10. Das zerbrochene Ringlein 5’39
11. Albumblatt 3’49
12. Das Fragment an sich 4’51

 Hymnus an die Freundschaft
13. Vorspiel 5’04
14. Hymnus erste Strophe 1’40
15. Erstes Zwischenspiel 6’33
16. Hymnus zweite Strophe 1’32
17. Zweites Zwischenspiel 5’10
18. seht Fest 1’26
19. Hymnus dritte Strophe 2’48
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the ‘Germania Society’, a circle in which they discussed and created poetry and music.
Later on in his studies, Nietzsche had less and less time to compose. However, he 

always kept on writing and rewriting music, looking out for tutoring and criticism 
from the musicians he admired. The latter he definitely got. When Nietzsche sent 
his tone-poem Manfred-Meditation to Hans von Bülow, the celebrated conductor 
and pianist almost destroyed it, calling it ‘antimusical’. Von Bülow suggested that 
Nietzsche, must he continue to ‘express himself in the language of sound’, should 
stick to the Lied, using text as his rudder.

After receiving this letter, Nietzsche did not touch his piano for a while, but in the 
end, his awareness of being an amateur was overshadowed by his urge to become a 
better person – through music. Emotions, morals, the world: the only way to (maybe) 
grasp the essence of being, is surrendering to the highest of art forms, he writes again 
and again. ‘Without music, life would be a mistake.’

In 1868, Nietzsche met Richard Wagner for the first time. For many years, they 
discussed and improvised music. The young professor (Nietzsche started teaching 
at the University of Basel at just 24) was a regular house guest in Tribschen, even 
having his own room. However, when he offered the Wagners a new piece, Nachklang 
einer Sylvesternacht, commemorating a New Year’s Eve at their house, the famous 
composer and his wife Cosima never seriously responded. 

Today, this anecdote, and the eventual breach between Nietzsche and the Wagners, 
are better known than his actual music. Only in the late seventies, when Curt Paul 
Janz compiled Der musikalische Nachlass, a collection of all remaining complete and 
incomplete compositions, an opportunity arose to understand the role his own music 
played in the thinking of the great philosopher. To Nietzsche, music first and foremost 
was a way to express thoughts and feelings that could not be expressed in words. 

Composing was also a means to experiment, as showed by Das Fragment ‘An 
sich’, a miniature in music, to be repeated a non-stipulated amount of times. But 
even in this pre-minimalistic piece, Nietzsche seems to focus mostly on the emotions, 
suggesting the repetitions should be performed con maliconia, with melancholy.

Communicating the human soul was ever more important to him than standing 

out on a technical level, or trying to go along with innovating musical styles. 
In comparison to his contemporaries, Nietzsche sounds light, unguarded even. 
Sometimes optimistic, as in the Monodie à deux, a musical ‘prognosis for a good 
marriage’, written for the wedding of two dear friends. But most of the time 
somewhat hesitant. As his good friend Lou Salomé (the unanswered love of his life) 
wrote: ‘The higher he rose as a philosopher in his exaltation of life, the more deeply 
he suffered, as a human being, from his own teachings about life. This battle within 
his soul, the true source of the philosophy of his last years, are only imperfectly 
represented in his words and books, but it sounds perhaps most profoundly through 
his music to my poem Hymn to Life.’ Unpretentious pieces like his several Einleitungs 
reflect a cautious form of expectation – always knowing that good things might after 
all not happen.

Aged 44, Friedrich Nietzsche suffered a mental breakdown from which he would 
never recover. In his remaining eleven years, no longer able to speak or write, he 
continued to play the piano, improvising and shedding some light on his unique 
psyche, all the while living up to what he once wrote: ‘We should consider every day 
lost on which we have not danced at least once.’
© Vrouwkje Tuinman

On this album I recorded the completed and more mature compositions. Among the 
many sketches in the book published by Bärenreiter, Der Musikalische Nachlass. All 
recorded compositions in this album have been written between 1861 and 1887. 
© Jeroen van Veen



1992, Van Veen recorded his first CD as Piano duo Van Veen. In 1995 Piano duo Van 
Veen made their debut in the United States. They were prizewinners in the prestigious 
4th International Murray Dranoff Two Piano Competition in Miami, Florida. 
After this achievement they toured the United States and Canada many times. The 
documentary “Two Pianos One Passion” (nominated with an Emmy Award 1996) 
portrays them as a duo. In 2016 Van Veen was awarded with the NPO Radio 4 2016 
Award, for his efforts and promotion of classical music beyond the concert halls. His 
lie-down (ligconcert) concerts were praised as an example how classical music can 
attract new audiences. 

The various compositions by Van Veen may be described as Minimal Music with 
different faces, Crossovers to Jazz, Blues, Soundscape, Avant-Garde, Techno, Trance 
and Pop Music. His Minimal Preludes for piano, and his NLXL are some of his most 
played pieces worldwide. His latest Minimal Piano Concerto Continuum was a great 
success. In 2015 he premiered his Incanto nr 2 in the Amsterdam Concertgebouw 
with Sandra van Veen.

Currently Mr. Van Veen is director of Van Veen Productions, Chairman of the 
Simeon ten Holt Foundation, Pianomania Foundation and artistic director of several 
music festivals. He is also active as Overseas Artistic Director in the Murray Dranoff 
Two Piano Competition based in Miami. Over the last 25 years Van Veen recorded 
more than 150 albums and 5 DVD’s, mostly for Brilliant Classics. His dicography 
includes: Adams, Einaudi, Glass, JacobTV, Minimal Piano Collections, Nyman, Pärt, 
Reich, Riley, Stravinsky, Tiersen, Ten Holt, Van Veen, Yiruma and many others.  

Van Veen is also praised for his productivity some say; ‘the man who records faster 
than his shadow’.

“Dutch pianist and composer, Jeroen 
van Veen, the leading exponent of 
minimalism today” 
Alan Swanson (Fanfare)

“Jeroen van Veen has for many years 
been a powerhouse in the piano world 
of the Netherlands and beyond” 
Dominy Clements  
(Musicweb-International)

“The Maximal Minimalist Missionary” 
Raymond Tuttle (Fanfare)

Jeroen van Veen (1969) started playing 
the piano at the age of 7. He studied at 
the Utrecht Conservatory with Alwin 
Bär and Håkon Austbö. In 1993 he 
passed the Performing Artists’ Exam. 
Van Veen has played with orchestras 
conducted by Howard Williams 

(Adams), Peter Eötvös (Zimmermann), Neal Stulberg (Mozart & Bartok) and Robert 
Craft (Stravinsky). He has played recitals in Europe, Russia, Canada & the USA. Van 
Veen attended master classes with Claude Helffer, Roberto Szidon, Ivan Klánsky and 
Leonid Hambro. He was invited to several festivals; Reder Piano Festival (1988), 
Festival der Kunsten in Bad Gleichenberg (1992), Wien Modern (1993), Holland 
Dance Festival (1998, 2010) Lek Art Festival (1996-2007). Van Veen recorded for 
major Dutch Radio- and Television companies like AVRO, NOS, IKON, NCRV, 
TROS/Internet, WTBC-TV & Radio (Florida, U.S.A.) and Moscow Television. In 


